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Was trinken die Deutschen? das BIER, die Biere 

BIERKUL TUR/ BEER CULTURE 

BEER CULTURE-WHY BEER MEANS SO MUCH TO THE GERMANS 

A 1987 ruling of the EU Court of Justice ru led that the regulation was a protectionist measure, 

which meant that the law could not be used to prevent the import of beers not brewed according to 
-

the law - an important step almost 20 years later when Germany hosted the Budweiser-sponsored 

FIFA World Cup. Unlike German beers, the mass-produced American Budweiser also includes rice. 

Marc Oliver Huhnholz, a spokesperson for the German Brewers Association, disagrees. Huhnholz 

told The Local in March "Craft beer and (the) Purity Law are not a contradiction. On the contrary," he 

said. 

"Just as the first craft brewers in the US began using the natural raw materials of the Purity Law 

some 40 years ago, even today most of the craft beers are brewed with water, malt, hops and yeast 

alone." 

Either way, there's little chance of the rule being changed anytime soon - almost nine out of ten 

Germans polled believe it should stay a valid part of the German law. 

Bavaria remains the king when it comes to beer production 

There were 654 breweries in operation in Bavaria in 2018, more than three times as many as 

second-placed Baden-Wurttemberg (206 breweries). 

Of the 8.7 billion litres brewed in Germany in 2018, just under a third comes from Bavaria (2.4 billion 

litres). The populous North-Rhine Westphalia sees the second highest production with 23 percent (2 

billion litres), with Baden-Wurttemberg producing seven percent (0.6 billion litres). 

The remaining 13 German states produce 3.7 billion litres (42 percent) between them. 

For most of the world - and much to the frustration of the residents of the country's 15 other states -

Bavaria means Germany and Germany means Bavaria. 

While this is not true in 99 percent of cases - the only lederhosen you'll spot in Frankfurt or Berlin 

will be on an American tourist - Bavaria remains the home of German beer. 


